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Abstract

Along with the DEEP LISTENING report, ALCK presents an 

implementation and exercise of crossing of validated perception 

patterns and existing initiates at five levels of interventions in the 

province of Gorontalo. This process and its reporting will allow us to 

identify LEVERAGE POINTS and GAPS in order to set the grounds 

for future co-creation and co-design for new ideas. This report will 

include (a) the main findings and prioritized ideas from the co-
creation sessions, (b) a first draft of the portfolio with new and 
ongoing initiatives at the five levels and suggested tools and next 
steps for co-design sessions.
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1 — Rationale & Approach

The co-creation process is directly linked to the listening and 

collective interpretation processes.  New ideas and solutions 

are developed collaboratively taking into account the insights 

generated by the patterns of narratives (personas).

On Social Innovation Platforms (SIPs), co-creation works as a 

mechanism to bring together existing and new stakeholders to 

generate a joint response to a complex challenge for which there 

is no simple response. 

The SIPs are aimed at fostering large-scale co-creation process 

that include at least five interconnected different levels 
of intervention: community initiatives, start-ups and social 

entrepreneurship, large scale public-private partnerships, 

redesign of the current public services offered by the local 

authorities (innovative services that were not previously provided) 

and new regulation.
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If the UNDP portfolio is only built on a particular typology and 

already existing initiatives, the capacity to have a systemic 

impact will be limited.  Therefore, co-creation allows to adapt 

the ongoing initiatives in the area (UNDP and others) but also to 

create new prototypes that will be added to the portfolio.  
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1 — Rationale & Approach

1.1 — Why five levels of intervention?

From the analysis conducted by ALC of successful territorial 

transformations under extreme difficulties (specially focusing 

on identifying the keys to success in the Basque Case), the SIP 
approach suggests that at least 5 levels of intervention need to 
be operating if we want to achieve a systemic impact:  

      Comunity actions 

These are grassroots initiatives (projects, pilots, and prototypes) 

aimed at improving social cohesion and local agency. These 

initiatives do not necessarily have a sustainable business model, 

but they are essential to empower local communities and surface 

narratives of change. 

Example. Creation of Safe spaces in which discussions discussion 
sessions on matters of gender and women’s empowerment are 
provided.

      Small and medium Scale actions  

These interventions take the form of a Start-up with a 

sustainable business model. They can generate employment in 

various fields, as food production (farmers), commercialization 

(markets) and delivery (transportation) businesses, restaurants, 

water related activities, packaging and digital traceability for 

agriculture, product exporting business.

Example: An initiative of rural micro-entrepreneurs in Ponelo to 
support actions in the portfolio

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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1 — Rationale & Approach — 1.1 Why five levels of intervention?

      Large scale actions   

These are initiatives that bring together public authorities and 

businesses to set up large scale programs. Their business model 

usually combines public investment and commercial activity.  

Some examples of these collaborations can power new digital 

observatories for the area, training programs or distribution 

centres (markets).  

Example: Training center for agriculture, gastronomy and tourism.

      New Public services   

These normally include the redesigning of existing government-

led services in education, health, transport, citizen participation 

etc. They are normally connected to food systems related 

services, water management or digitalization of existing 

procedures. 

Example: Solar energy systems installed in the city by the help of 

investment fund.

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia

      Regulation opportunities    

All the above-mentioned categories might fail if the existing 

regulation has no capacity to be adapted to the emerging social, 

business and technology changes.  If a law is a barrier/enabler 

for some of the identified opportunities, we would add it to the 

experimentation target list. Interesting examples look at the 

Fishery regulations, food quality and hygiene in restaurants/

stalls, denominations of origin, seals of artisanry, etc.  

Example: Creation of Halal seal.  



1.2 — Crossing exercise: narratives and 
existing projects

From the deep listening process and narrative analysis, we segment-

ed the information in all its diversity of opinions and perceptions and 

created personas1. These personas were validated during the col-

lective interpretation sessions with diverse actors from government 

institutions, local NGOs, academia, and Civil society from Gorontalo 

province. 

In parallel, the mapping process has allowed us to identify and select 

up to 80 key initiatives2 happening in Gorontalo around the selected 

entry point3.

Crossing the existing initiatives from the mapping exercise and the 

initial narrative patterns from the listening exercise allows us to 

identify the existing gaps are the area and start creating the people 
centred portfolio including: 

(1)  existing actions that are working; 
(2) inspiring pilots that have worked elsewhere; and 
(3) co-creating new prototypes at these 5 levels of intervention 
that fill (and not overlap) the existing gaps.

9
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1These personas are patterns of narratives that are repeated or operating. The personas/profiles are based on the narra-
tive analysis. They are not merely based on demographic data or quantitative analysis: they represent unified perception, 
behavioral and thinking patterns. These personas try to represent the diversity of age, social background and occupation 
as a persona set, but the narratives on corn farmers do not solely represent 40-year-old men from Ponelo Village, but 
also younger ones, even women. Actually, many of them share perceived opportunities and challenges. Each persona 
has an underlying key idea, a series of opportunities and challenges perceived and a relevant quote.  All this information 
represents perceptions. This means that they are not necessarily true and sometimes even they are contradictory be-
tween each other. However, all of them are operating and ultimately conditioning the success / failure of the activities in 
the area.  

2This data and analysis are based on the provided mapping info from the ground, as the ALC team has not been able to 
travel to the area due to Covid-19 restrictions. This basis exercise is meant to be repeated and enriched over time. 

3See: Collective interpretation report. It highlights blue economy as an entry point for the Gorontalo portfolio, focusing 
on three areas: 
• Livelihood - agriculture / fisheries
• Tourism and infrastructures around water
• Women, SME, social issues



From the first analysis, we’ve gathered a series of key ideas: 
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     Key ideas

People who think like Akili and Soraya (Covid has only 
reinforced pre-existing structural problems and Food should be 
the driver for development in Gorontalo) are the ones that need 
more initiatives in the portfolio (gaps). Specifically, people who 
think like Soraya are lacking large scale, impact actions that 
gather and catalyse other levels of intervention.  

People who think that education is not a priority need 
community actions and more SMEs that foster educational 
activities. The few initiatives covering this sector is related to 
infrastructure policies and actions.

Many of the initiatives operating in Gorontalo are 
addressed to the fishery and agriculture sector, corresponding 
to the persona of Akili, Abdul, and Harun. However, they might 
not be responding to their real needs.  

There is a lack of initiatives to address the gender 
inequalities. Most of the challenges faced by housewives 
(women) are hardly covered.

The community actions are most related to cultural or food 
festival. There´s no initiatives tackling the youth directly. 

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia

1 — Rationale & Approach — 1.2 Crossing exercise
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     Key ideas

The small and mid-scale initiatives mostly come from the 
civil society organisation or individuals, there is a lack of public 
actions. 

Most initiatives at large scale have been designed, but 
haven´t been implemented yet. Additionally, the ones that 
have been implemented are not operating now. The large-
scale, infrastructures that are so desperately needed from the 
identified narratives are there but not operating, and this ratio 
matrix should be read considering that. 

UNDP’s initiatives and investments take place at the 
community level (almost exclusively) and overall don’t respond 
to the existing patterns of narratives. 

Public services are the level of intervention with most 
actions; however, the community perceives that they are still 
insufficient (especially regarding to infrastructure and capacity 
building. 

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia

1 — Rationale & Approach — 1.2 Crossing exercise

With a view to this, we have started a process of co-creating 
new prototypes at these 5 levels of intervention that respond 
to the existing gaps. Once that we’ve collectively come up 
with these new actions, we’ll prioritize and co-design their 
paths in order to start prototyping them (prototypes allow us 
to evaluate, make additions and correct them in real time). 
All of them need to be integrated and conceptualized as an 
interconnected portfolio.
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2  — Co-creation sessions in Gorontalo

The sensemaking and co-creation sessions enabled the 

strengthening of synergies between different stakeholders and 

the community of Gorontalo province. Additionally, it allowed the 

SIP to find connections between the perceptions (through the 

narrative analysis) and the existing initiatives (and new ones) in 

the five different levels of intervention. This have permitted the 

creation of a multilevel thematic portfolio. 

Following the collectively contrasted entry point of blue 
economy, a series of sessions have been held in Gorontalo over 

the month of August and September. 

2.1 — Participants

The first co-creation session have gathered 36 people, from 

diverse villages and occupations. The second one was designed 

to better develop the prioritised ideas using the concept notes. 

There were 40 people (16 women and 24 men), and the session 

was held at the BAPPEDA Meeting Hall of Gorontalo province.

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia

Geographical area
• Gorontalo Utara District Office of Tourism

• Gorontalo Utara District Office of Transport

• Provincial Planning and Development Office

• Gorontalo Utara District Office of Village 

and Community Development

• Gorontalo Utara District Office of Fisheries 

and Maritime Affairs

Occupation
Staff

Section Head

Staff

Staff

Staff
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Geographical area
• Ponelo Villlage

• Tihengo Village

• Provincial Planning and Development Office

• Otiola Village

• PMD Province

• Gorontalo Utara District Office of Village 

and Community Development

• Malambe Village

• Gorontalo Utara District Planning and 

Development Office

• JAPESDA

• Malambe Village

• Katialada  Village

• Ponelo Village

• Gorontalo Utara District Office of Fisheries 

and Maritime Affairs

• Gorontalo Utara District Office of Village 

and Community Development

• Otiola Village

• Provincial Development Planning Office

• Ponelo Village

• Malambe Village

• Provincial Planning and Development Office

• Otiola Village

• Gorontalo Utara District Agriculture Office

• Gorontalo Utara District Agriculture Office

• Tihengo Village

• Malambe Village

• Environmental Protection Office of Gorontalo 

Province

• Katialada Village

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.1 Participants

Occupation
Fisherman

Head of Village

Staff

Small business owner

Staff

Staff

Head of Village and owner of 

community-run tourism spot.

Secretary

Environmental protection 

and coastal livelihood activist.

Small business owner

Small business owner

Youth activist

Section Head

Section Head

Farmer and fisheman

Staff

Farmer

Young Fisherman

Staff

Farmer

Head of the Office

Staff

Fisherman

Fisherman

Staff

Head of Village
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2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2 Structure and generated ideas

2.2 — Structure and generated ideas

The sessions and participants have been divided into three 

thematic areas that have emerged from the listening process. 

For more details about the structure, there is a co-creation guide 

for the SIP in Indonesia and an annex with the specific details of 

these session. 

Area 1. 
Tourism and Infrastucture

Area 2. 
Women and SMEs 

Area 3. 
Livelihood
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2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2 Structure and generated ideas

  Ideas generated by theme in the 
co-creation sessions
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Area 1. 
Tourism and Infrastucture

o Implement a system and standard health protocols

o Developing medical tourism

o Conducting online tourism promotions 

o Applying the number of passenger capacity restriction 

regulations for boat carrying the tourists

o  Spraying disinfectant

o Health education programs and visitors to provide 

health certificates and measuring body temperature using a 

thermometer

o Development of tour packages targeting specific/variety of 

target groups of tourists/visitors

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Area 1. Tourism and Infraestructure

o Provide a place for washing hands, measuring body 

temperature for tourists

o Implement health protocols and limit the number of visitors to 

tourist attractions

o Checking the certificate of having vaccinated for tourists

o For foreign tourists to do a PCR test

o Promoting tourism through social media (facebook, Instagram, 

youtube)

o Promoting tourism and SMEs products online

o Provision of cleaning service in the area (already done)

o Prohibition of throwing garbage into the sea by related 

government agencies (District Environmental Office, District 

Health Office)

o Socialization related to the benefits of waste in improving 

the community’s economy (recycling waste into materials of 

economic value)

o Provide a garbage disposal bins at tourism spots

o Provide information boards regarding the prohibition of 

littering

o No-waste information boards provided on boats

o Managing waste into material that has economic value

o Sanitation at certain points such as providing clean water, 

increasing the number of toilets

o Paying fines for visitors who litter

o Development of final garbage disposal site (TPA)

o Conduct environmental impact assessment

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Area 1. Tourism and Infraestructure

o Providing incentives (such as decrease the cost of the boat/

transport fee) for visitors who bring back their garbage. 

o Local SMEs to provide and manage garbage (this must be 

stated clearly in related regulations

o Conduct online marketing for both transportation and food

o Provide craft galleries

o Digitalization and product marketing

o Special training for underwater tour guides and provision of 

diving equipment (already done)

o Trainings for tour guides

o Provide accommodation facilities

o Cultural tour guide training

o Formation of tourism groups (already formed) and capacity 

building for the tourism groups.

o Promoting fishing tourism spots

o Provide boats equipped with safety tools for rent to visitors

o Setting of transportation fees

o Provide information on fishing spots complete with fishing 

gear

o Tourist guides to provide information on the season and 

location of fish for visitors

o Build roads connecting the villages (Village Fund, other 

sources of fund)

o Village Motorcycle Taxi  group

o Improving land and sea transportation infrastructure (bridge 

connecting Katialada and Ponelo)

o Increasing knowledge and awareness of the community about 

the importance of tourism in the surrounding villages through 

socialization/outreach activities

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Area 1. Tourism and Infraestructure

o Provision of special boat to transport garbage and 

establishment of the final waste disposal 

o Provision of garbage bins 

o Provide education to the public about Health protocols for 

tourism objects

o Hiring local people to take care of the garbage 

o Improving village roads, providing local standard 

transportation

o Providing road and bridge infrastructure

o Build roads to support tourist road access

o Awareness raising to the community through socialization 

related to the care for the environment

o Establishment/development of surveillance center for tourism 

spots

o Formation of a task for the surveillance center 

o Provision of boats to tourism spots

o Creation of mechanisms to ensure cleanliness and 

maintenance of infrastructure at the tourism spots (mobile/

temporary garbage bins, development of final waste disposal 

(TPA) supported by sufficient availability of clean water)

o Development of playground for children at the tourism spots 

supported by educational learning tools

o Provision/expansion of (better/faster) internet network

o Creating photography or videography competition event, 

encouraging POKDARWIS/GENPI (local/community groups 

having concerned about tourism development) to be more active 

in creating content

o Create instagramble posts involving content creators, 

influencers

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Area 1. Tourism and Infraestructure

o Development/establishment of tourism center (hotspot center)

o Tourism promotion and marketing through social media or 

making travel promotion applications

o Attract mobile network investors to strengthen internet 

connection networks in tourist areas

o Integrating/promoting interesting spots on google maps

o Optimizing the potential of Ponelo Islands through google 

maps and other social media (instagram, facebook, youtube)

o Improve the knowledge and skills of tourism actors in terms of 

digital promotion

o Conduct environmental impact assessment for development 

community-based tourism

o Tourist guide training program, prioritizing local guides

o Development of tour package targeting special interest groups

o Provide local, Gorontalo, Indonesian and English translations 

for information about tourism spots

o Development of special interest tourism, (involving livelihood 

aspects of local people, bagans (fish cathing and breeding 

stations, seaweed

o Establishment of floating houses as unique tourist attractions.

o Development of related regulation governing water/island 

ecotourism

o Build relationships with tourism actors outside the Ponelo 

Islands (travel agents, Himpunan Pramuwisata Indonesia, 

Perhimpunan Hotel dan Restoran Indonesia: Indonesian Tour 

Guide Association, Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association)

o Development of mangrove tracking (special interest) tour pa

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Area 1. Tourism and Infraestructure

o Site survey or feasibility study for the construction of the 

bridge connecting Katialada and Ponelo

o Development of the bridge construction plan

o Development of related rules/regulations about the 

construction and use of the bridge

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Area 2. 
Women and SMEs

o Create a system of sustainable production of local fish-based/

seaweed-based products

o Training on proximate composition of local food

o Improve the quality of packaging of local food/fishery products 

o Halal certification of local food products

o Development of regulation for disposal of port waste that kills 

the seaweed farming efforts

o Utilize online market place/platforms (FG, IG) that has been 

provided by the local government. Utilization of online market 

strategy/online market-place for local food products (fish 

crackers, tuna floss, dried fish, anchovies [sambal teri], seaweed).

Utilize online market place/platforms (FG, IG) that has been 

provided by the local government

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia

Area 2. Women and SMEs

o Engage tech-savvy youth to create applications to promote 

local food 

o Develop fishery products market network 

o Expand the network of local fishery products

o Fishermen/fishery vocational training program targeting the 

youth

o Training on production of fish chips, and fish cakes targeting 

housewives

o Development of unique local food brand (free of the use of 

additives, chemicals)

o Utilizing social media: Facebook, WhatsApp

o Support from the village government, especially PKK (Women 

Empowerment Group led by the wife of the head of village) in 

terms of marketing of SMEs products

o Development of sustainable production of local coconut oil.

o The local government to provide a platform/website to sell and 

promote local food products

o Create a marketing strategy that brings buyers close to local 

products

o Improve internet connection to facilitate online marketing/

promotion of local products

o Establish collaboration with the government’s Internet Masuk 

Desa (Internet for Villages) program

o Development of home-based industry for processing/

production of fish-based products

o Access to clean water to support sustainable production 

of local products through improving PAMSIMAS (government 

program for provision of water)
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2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas
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Area 2. Women and SMEs

o Improve the existing sea-water desalination technology

o Establishment of a large-water reservoir/water catchment area 

to provide clean water in the area

o Establishment/construction of roads connecting the villages to 

facilitate economic mobility and access to health and education 

services

o Local menu creation (Brand):

• Food and seafood diversification, menu creation and 

participation in competitions during festivals

• Capacity building in Local menu development or creation (sea-

based products, seaweed, typical local food)

• Innovation of food menu creations from modern and local raw 

materials: crab nuggets, vaname shrimp, and lobster

• Squid is processed into nuggets or cakes

• Seaweed is processed into seaweed sticks or juice

• Scallops can be processed into ILABULO or satay

• Mackerel fish nuggets and 

dragon legs

• Syrup/ice doger

• Seaweed is processed into 

PANADA TORE, chips, sticks, 

cakes, jelly

• Corn can be made into 

KOKOLE and TAYURU (brown 

sugar porridge)

• Mangrove fruit is processed 

into cakes, lunkhead, rice 

substitutes, porridge
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Area 3. 
Livelihood

o Seeds breeding for lobsters and grouper fish

o Seeds breeding for local Ponelo paddy and local Ponelo corn

o Seeds certification

o Regulation on seeds price

o BUM-Des to play a role in management of seeds breeding

o Capacity building in post-harvest management of fish

o Development of fishery value chain (collaboration with 

restaurants and other private sector actors in the value chain).

o Socialization and facilitation of access to financing/credit/

seed funds for fishermen and farmers

o Provision of cool storage for fish

o Development of district regulation on fish price

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Area 3. Livelihood 

o Development of agreement on village cluster level fishing 

zones through Village Regulation

o Conducting socialization and regulation on existing provincial 

and national level regulation on fishing zones

o Mapping of fishing grounds

o Supervision mechanism by related agencies

o Establishment of routine monitoring team (inter-village 

monitoring team

o Fish price standardization/regulation from the government

o One-stop marketing (via BUM-Des)

o Ice factory construction in Ponelo Island

o Socialization and facilitation of access to financing/credit/

seed funds for fishermen and farmers

o Training/technical guidance on development of salted fish 

value chain

o Business development of anchovies (ikan teri) processing at 

home industry scale

o Development of fish filets value chain to be marketed to 

supermarkets, minimarkets inside and outside the area

2 — Co-creation sessions — 2.2. Structure and generated ideas

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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3  — Menu of possibilities

All of these ideas need to be integrated and conceptualized as 
an interconnected portfolio. In order to do that, we’ve grouped 

them and classified them into the above-mentioned 5 levels of 

intervention that respond to the existing gaps.  

We’ve also matched these possibilities with the segmented 

perceptions (personas) to make sure they respond to the current 

needs of the Gorontalo community (in the broadest sense of the 

word, including civil society, government, large companies, small 

companies, academia and teachers, NGOs, associations, etc).

Personas
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Once we have prioritized and agreed on them with all SIP 

stakeholders, we will co-design their paths in order to start 

prototyping them (prototypes allow us to evaluate, make 

additions and correct them in real time).  

3 — Menu of possibilities
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3 — Menu of possibilities

      Comunity actions 

1. Saronde Festival Celebration  

The Saronde Festival is celebrated in September every year, it is 

a celebration of local festivals, cultural performances, and with a 

special focus in promoting the tourism in Gorontalo. 

((Responding to personas))

2. Revitalization of Ponelo and Katialada Boat Taxi 

Cooperatives

The legalization of the cooperative would reinforce the 

organizational strengthening of it and would also provide training 

and capacity building for those affiliated members that wish to 

become local tourist guide.

((Responding to personas))

HARUN ABDULIRFAN

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI

AKILI
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3 — Menu of possibilities

FITRI

3. Revitalization (organizational strengthening) of Fishermen 

Groups

Revitalization (organizational strengthening) of Fishermen 

Groups to drive economic activities at the household level 

(seaweed farming, fish/lobster seeds breeding, fish catching)

((Responding to personas))

4. Revitalization (organizational strengthening) of Women 

Fishermen Groups

Revitalization (organizational strengthening) of Women 

Fishermen Groups to drive fishery post-harvest economic 

activities at the household level (seaweed farming and 

processing, fish drying)

((Responding to personas))

5. Revitalization of Farmers Groups (including Women Farmer 

Groups)

Revitalization of Farmers Groups (including Women Farmer 

Groups) to drive alternative livelihood activities for the coastal 

communities (seeds breeding and cultivation of local Ponelo 

paddy and corn, production of local coconut oil) 

((Responding to personas))

AKILI

ISMIYATI SORAYA

HARUN

HARUN ABDULANISA

ISMIYATI
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3 — Menu of possibilities

6. Food and seafood competitions and festivals
Between villages

((Responding to personas))

7. Videography competition event encouraging 

POKDARWIS/GENPI

Local/community groups concerned about tourism development) 

to be more active in creating content, produce instagram posts 

involving content creators and influencers

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

HARUNANISA SORAYA

ABDUL IRFAN
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3 — Menu of possibilities

2. Capacity building for actors involved in different areas 

related to Tourism 

((Responding to personas))

      Small and mid-scale actions and start-ups for: 

1. Desa Ekowisata Ponelo — pilot village for blue ecotourism 

village – (Community based tourism)

 Economic improvement and community capacity building in 

managing human and natural resources

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI

SORAYA ANISA

3. Facilitate/establish the network of homestay/
accommodation owners, local tour and travel agencies to 
collaborate and promote ecotourism at the village cluster

((Responding to personas))

ANISA

ABDUL IRFAN

IRFANHARUN
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3 — Menu of possibilities

4. Prototyping on vernacular of floating house using local 
materials and knowledge

((Responding to personas))

5. Digital Tourism Promotion 

((Responding to personas))

6. Development of Prukades (village cluster featured products)

((Responding to personas))

ISMIYATI ABDUL IRFANAKILI

SORAYA ANISA ABDUL IRFAN

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI
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3 — Menu of possibilities

HARUN ANISA

6.2 Capacity building (training and technical assistance for 
UBK (Usaha Berbasis Komunitas) on local production of food  

((Responding to personas))

6.3 Training in post-harvest Management of the Prukades  

((Responding to personas))

6.1. Ponelo Prukades Gallery

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI

ISMIYATI SORAYA IRFAN

AKILI FITRI ABDUL IRFAN
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HARUN ANISA

6.5 Training in packaging and marketing of the Ponelo 
Prukades 

((Responding to personas))

7. Curation of local indigenous knowledge on fishing practices 
(methods, tools, seasons)  

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI

ISMIYATI SORAYA IRFAN

AKILI ABDUL IRFAN

6.4 Provision of processing and packaging tools for Ponelo 
Prukades

((Responding to personas))

HARUN ANISA

8. Seed breeding specialists’ company

For lobsters and grouper fish and local Ponelo paddy and local 

Ponelo corn

((Responding to personas))

SORAYAAKILI ABDUL
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      Large scale actions (and their potential implications) 

1. Redesign of content and itinerary for Saronde Festival - 
linking with the local community and tourism packages of the 
surrounding area

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI

ISMIYATI ABDULAKILI

2. Redesign of long-term ecotourism plan for Gorontalo Utara 
District based on marine conservation

((Responding to personas))

HARUN
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3. Facilitation of access to funding through Fishermen/Farmer 
Groups/Bum-Des/Ma, local SMEs, Usaha Berbasis Komunitas 
(community-based small businesses) in collaboration with 
banks, fintech

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI

4. Large scale development of an organic local food brand: 
menu development and branding on free chemicals and use of 
additives (real organic) 

Menu development and branding on free chemicals and use of 
additives (real organic)
• Utilization of online market strategy/online marketplace for local food 
products (fish crackers, tuna floss, dried fish, anchovies [sambal teri], 
seaweed)
• Business development of anchovies (ikan teri) processing at home 
industry scale
• Food and seafood diversification, menu creation and participation in 
competitions during festivals.
• Capacity building in local menu development or creation (sea-based 
products, seaweed, typical local food)
• Innovation of food menu creations from modern and local raw materials: 
crab nuggets, vaname shrimp, and lobster
• Squid is processed into nuggets or cakes
• Seaweed is processed into seaweed sticks or juice
• Scallops can be processed into ILABULO or satay
• Mackerel fish nuggets and dragon legs
• Syrup/ice doger
• Seaweed is processed into PANADA TORE, chips, sticks, cakes, jelly
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HARUN

ABDUL IRFAN

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILI FITRI

• Corn can be made into KOKOLE and TAYURU (brown sugar porridge)
• Mangrove fruit is processed into cakes, lunkhead, rice substitutes, 
porridge
• Potential for loni fish / business development of anchovy chips processing 
at home industry scale
• Dry boiled anchovy processing
• Salted fish processing
• Links with SMEs and community training activities as well as regulation 
prototypes

((Responding to personas))

5. Fish value chain redesign at provincial level
• Collaboration with restaurants and other private sector actors in the value 
chain, as well as Government and PKS
• Fish storage area
• Construction of mini cool storage
• Development of freezer cash
• Injection of working capital
• Links with SMEs and community training activities as well as regulation 
prototypes

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI
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6. Development of Sentra UKM: Offline and online marketplace 
for Ponelo Prukades (featured products)

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI

7. Revitalization of BUM-DES/MA

((Responding to personas))

8. Millennial Fishermen Program. Fishermen/fishery vocational 
training program targeting the youth and fishermen who can 
teach and talk at schools 

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI

AKILI FITRI IRFAN
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      New Public services and government actions 

1. Clean water development program at provincial level

Access to clean water becomes the key in sustainable production 

of local products for SMEs to comply with the (sanitation/

sanitary) regulations to get the PIIRT (business licensing), 

licensing from BPOM (Indonesian Food Regulatory Body), and 

halal certification, among others, so is a key facilitator of this 

blue economy portfolio. This would have a direct impact in 

tourism too. 

• PAMSIMAS (government program for provision of water)

• Improve the existing sea-water desalination technology

• Links with SMEs and community training activities (i.e. Pyramid 

Desalinator), as well as regulation prototypes. 

• Establishment of a large-water reservoir/water catchment area to provide 

clean water in the area.

• Ice factory construction in Ponelo Island.

• Irrigation systems development

• Conduct environmental impact assessment to development a final 

garbage disposal site (TPA), that reduces the emission of greenhouse gas and 

the water table contamination. 

• Benchmark on best international practices

• Collecting data on fishing grounds  

• Repair the water distillation equipment that has been damaged

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI
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2. Desalination technology company
(seawater distillation that can produce fresh water)

((Responding to personas))

3. Ecotourism Information Center 

((Responding to personas))

4. Village cluster level sustainable waste management system 
to support marine conservation and ecotourism 

((Responding to personas))

5. Integrated monitoring system for fishing zones, garbage 
management, illegal fishing and conservation of mangroves 
and coral reefs

((Responding to personas))

HARUN

HARUN

IRFAN

IRFAN

ANISA

ANISA

ISMIYATI AKILI

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI
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6. Public Internet access program
Voucher business, pulses and internet package data to 

distribute the internet well and making access easier. Establish 

collaboration with the national government’s Internet Masuk 

Desa (Internet for Villages) program

((Responding to personas))

7. Blue shipping/transportation connecting Katialada and 
Ponelo Island

((Responding to personas))

8. Provide certification for tourist guides

((Responding to personas))

HARUNIRFAN ANISA

SORAYA

FITRI

ISMIYATI

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI

IRFAN ANISA
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9. Redesign of waste recycling policies
In order to reduce the volume of waste, increase material 

recovery, and increase revenue. Socialization on how to 

transform recycled materials into economic value

((Responding to personas))

10. Rethinking local government’s online market place/
platforms (FG, IG) as an online market-place for local food 
products
fish crackers, tuna floss, dried fish, anchovies [sambal teri], 

seaweed)

((Responding to personas))

HARUNANISA

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN

AKILI ABDUL
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12. Scaling up the local government’s tourism relationship 
network
Build relationships with tourism actors outside the Ponelo 

Islands (travel agents, Himpunan Pramuwisata Indonesia, 

Perhimpunan Hotel dan Restoran Indonesia: Indonesian Tour 

Guide Association, Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association)

((Responding to personas))

HARUNIRFAN ANISA

SORAYA

FITRI

ISMIYATI

HARUNANISA SORAYA

11. Public Internet access program
Voucher business, pulses and internet package data to 

distribute the internet well and making access easier. Establish 

collaboration with the national government’s Internet Masuk 

Desa (Internet for Villages) program

((Responding to personas))

IRFAN
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14. Halal certification for local food products
Facilitation of business licencing (PIIRT) and halal certification 

for local SMEs

((Responding to personas))

HARUNIRFAN ANISA FITRI

HARUNANISA SORAYA

13. Establishment/construction of roads connecting the 
villages to facilitate economic mobility and access to health 
and education services

((Responding to personas))

AKILI ABDUL

ISMIYATI
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      Regulation opportunities 

1. Socialization (reformulation) on existing regulation on 
Ponelo Islands as a conservation area

((Responding to personas))

2. Village/village cluster level regulation on ecotourism/
marine conservation

((Responding to personas))

3. Waste management regulation development
• Prohibition of throwing garbage by related government agencies (District 

Environmental Office, District Health Office). 

• Regulations for Local SMEs to manage their garbage 

• Applying fines for those who do not respect the littering rules

• Providing incentives (such as decrease the cost of the boat/transport fee) 

for visitors who bring back their garbage

ANISA AKILI ABDUL

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI

HARUN IRFAN
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• This regulation development should be accompanied by a series of 

actions, such as: (1) providing more garbage disposal bins at tourism spots 

(public service) and (2) informative panels and programs highlighting the 

importance of not littering on beaches, seas, villages (community prototype)

((Responding to personas))

4. Local seeds certification (seal of quality)

((Responding to personas))

5. Local seeds certification (seal of quality)

((Responding to personas))

FITRI

FITRI

ANISA

ANISA

SORAYAAKILI

AKILI

HARUN

ABDUL

ANISAISMIYATI SORAYA

AKILIIRFAN FITRI

ABDUL

ABDULIRFAN
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3.1 Initial conceptualization for selected 
ideas

The most appealing ideas for the participants were conceptuali-

zed during the co-creation sessions. 

Ponelo Ecotourism Village

Description: Pilot ecotourism village that provides a destination 

to improve the community’s economy

Target group: The general public, community leaders, youth 

organizations, and women; Department of Tourism, DLH, 

Kominfo, Department of Fisheries, Department of Agriculture, 

Department of Industry and Trade

Needs: Economic improvement and community capacity 

building in managing human 

and natural resources

Whats new? Eco-friendly 

tourism, local wisdom and local 

potential, community creativity, 

digitalization, blue economy, and 

community social life as tourism 

buffer zones

Who should join? PENTAHELIX 

(academics,  business players, 

media, government, and society)

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Development (piloting) of Accommodation        
Facilities using Local Knowledge and Materials

Description: 

Target group: Local government have support programs to 

develop accommodation at tourism hotspots for instance at the 

Ponole Village. The piloting can be come the model and part of 

the Ponelo ecotourism village

Needs: Special services and facilities for tourists, the 

convenience and comfort for tourists, the creation of a beautiful 

environment, and affordable access

Whats new? Use of specific local materials and knowledge

Who should join? Government, academics, investors, PHRI 

(Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association), HPI Association 

(Indonesian Tourism Association), ASITA (Association of the 

Indonesia Tours and Travel 

Agencies), private sector 

(PLN, Bank Indonesia), 

banking (SULUTGO, 

BRI, Mandiri), and the public)

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Provision of ships/boats to lift garbage and 
breakwater embankments

Description: 

Target group: Fishermen, tourism businesses, and the general 

public

Needs: Creating a waste-free area, and employment

Whats new? Waste management system starting from 

processing segregation to waste with economic value, waste 

processing using the 3R system (reduce, recycle, reuse), waste 

transportation operators, and BUMDes that manage waste

Who should join? The Government (PUPR: office of housing 

and settlement, office of environmental protection, district 

government, village government), and the local community

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Provision/expansion of internet network

Description: 

Target group: Business groups, general public and tourists, 

SMEs, schools, students

Needs: Promotion of tourism to increase the number of tourists, 

and improve the community’s economy in accessing wider market

Whats new? Digital marketing, much further reach of the 

PURKADES – the products from the area, better access to market 

and information

Who should join? Office of Communication and information, 

Telkomsel, the mobile network provider

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Development of PRUKADES (Village cluster fea-
tured products) and digital marketing

Description: Training in processing, packaging and marketing 

of fish-based and seaweed-based products

Target group: Local people, SMEs, women’s groups, and 

BUMDES (govt-owned enterprise at village level), Small business, 

housewives, Fishermen groups, Farmer groups

Needs: Improving the standard of living of SMEs, advancing 

business actors, the availability of information on investment 

potential, the availability of employment opportunities, the 

creation of employment opportunities for local residents, 

increasing the expertise of women MSMEs related to product 

development and digital marketing, and better village IT 

infrastructure

Whats new? The village clusters 

featured products become better 

promoted, reaching new target 

markets

Who should join? PUSKAPPEK 

(government training center), 

NSLIC (NGO), BUMDes, colleges 

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Enrichment of Saronde and Buffer Zone Tour 
Packages

Description: Redesign of Saronde Festival and development 

special interest tourist packages

Target group: Local MSME group, Fishing group, Boat business 

group (boat taxi), Village community actors in regional tourist 

attractions, Traveler, Businessman, Local government

Needs: Increased sales of local SMEs products, creation of 

employment opportunities for local residents, availability of local 

product information, and multiplayer effect

Whats new? Tour packages that also connect to the festivals, 

celebrations and economic activities of the people at the village 

clusters. Connected to the ecotourism village

Who should join? Office of 

tourism and creative economy,

DLHK (Department of 

Environment and Forestry), 

KKP (Ministry of Marine Affairs 

and Fisheries), COMINFO, 

DLH (Environmental Service)

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Socialization and facilitation of access to finance

Description: Support to the fishermen, farmer groups and local 

SMEs and cooperatives to access funding, credit

Target group: Fishermen, farmer groups and local SMEs and 

cooperatives

Needs: Access to funding to support livelihood activities and 

strategies of the local people

Whats new? New system and ways to procure funding/loan 

with collective collateral system

Who should join? Koperindag: Office of Cooperatives and 

commerce, Bumdes/Bumdesma, village government, banks (BRI, 

BNI, fintech social enterprises)

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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Lobster breeding and cultivation

Description: Coordination and cooperation between parties to 

encourage increased lobster cultivation

Target group: Fishermen groups/fishing communities, Bumdes, 

Exporter, Local government, Marketing chain, Local entrepreneur/ 

fishery collector, Government/private

Needs: Lobster seeds, breeding, small shelter, Cultivation 

fisherman, market, network, value chain

Whats new? High selling value / No cultivation activities 

have been carried out so that this has great potential to be 

implemented

Who should join? Department of fisheries and aquaculture 

technology, Restaurants, Distributors market, Fishermen, 

Bumdes, Sources of capital and marketing

Co-creation — Gorontalo, Indonesia
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4. Next Steps

4.1 Co-design each of these ideas with local 
stakeholders

The purpose of-design workshop is to discover unique 

perspective through collaboration and to include user and 

stakeholder opinions in key decisions. 

4.1.1. Goals of these sessions:

Co-design sessions for each of the selected ideas

Conceptualize the prototypes and define the steps to 
follow for their implementation in collaboration with the 
relevant actors. Prototypes should be sufficiently trained to be 
communicated and tested but remain flexible and adjustable

Quickly test each of the prototypes in an action-research 
logic. Evaluation conducted by the facilitation team

Make the necessary adjustments in order to complete 
and enhance the prototypes with the support of the tools 
and guidelines established in the cross-cutting phase 
(developmental evaluation)

Select the prototypes to be scaled, those to be discarded and 
those that will continue to be propelled by alternative ways. The 
criteria to consider, among others, are the following: alignment 
with SDGs and UNDP goals; economic viability; business plan; 
sustainability 
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4.1.2. Suggested tools4 

 

•   Social Business Model Canvas

The Social Business Model Canvas is a tool for creating a solid 

business model around a social enterprise. It’s also a collaborative 

tool that helps to communicate with different business models 

and stakeholders and brainstorm new ones.

If developing a social business type, you may use a social 

business canvas.

 

4 — Next Steps

4These tools will serve as an initial layout of the idea. Large scale initiatives and regulation initiatives can use this as a 
basis for a further development. 
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Key resources: what resources do you need to perform your 

activity? 

Partners and stakeholders: Who are the essential groups 

that you need to involve performing your program? Do you need 

special permits? 

Key activities: what programmed and non-programmed 

activities will your organization agree to perform?

Type of intervention: What format does your intervention 

have? A workshop? A service? A product? 

Channels: How are you reaching your users and clients? 

Segments: Who are the beneficiaries? 

Customers: Which organization pays for your service/ 

product? 

Value proposition: Value proposition for use 

Measuring impact: How will you show that you are creating 

social impact? 

Client value proposition: What does the client who pays for 

your product/service obtain? 

Cost structure: What are your major cost areas? How do they 

change by scale? 

Surplus: Where do you invest earnings? 

Income: Describe your sources of income in %

  

4 — Next Steps
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                 Business Model Canvas

Business Model Canvas is a structure for the business to 

develop. It allows you to plan cost and revenue streams, map your 

activities, profile customers and place the key activities. By using 

some of the components in that model, we can also create good 

predisposition when we want to take the prototype in the market. 

Furthermore, the business model allows organizations to 

weigh the market and with the right strategy and approach to 

adapt to it.

Key allies: Who will help you

Key activities: How do you do it?

Key resources: What do you need?

Value proposition: What do you do?

Customer segment: Who do you help?

Distribution channels: How to achieve?

Cost structure: How much will cost?

Income flow: How much will you earn?

 

4 — Next Steps
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4.2 Build interconnections 

Between the initial prototypes and between those and existing 

actions. 

4.3. Keep the cocreation process based on 
these enriched personas

In order to build a people-centered portfolio of multilevel 

initiatives.

4.4. Deeper listening 

A second iteration of interviews and enriching channels.

4.5. Systematize collective interpretation 
spaces in Gorontalo

Once a month or every other month, open deliberation spaces 

should be part of the SIP.

 

4 — Next Steps
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Annexes
Session structures 

Session 1.

1) How can we address the adverse impacts of tourism 
development on the environment and livelihoods of fishing 
communities?

One of the main impacts of the tourism on the livelihoods 
of fishing communities and on the environment is the lack of a 
proper waste management plan. Thus, the following suggestions 
emerged from the discussion within the participants: 

• Prohibition of throwing garbage by related government 
agencies (District Environmental Office, District Health Office). 
Therefore, some measures should be improved to reinforce this 
aspect:  provide more garbage disposal bins at tourism spots, 
informative panels highlighting the importance of not littering 
on beaches, seas, villages etc., apply fines for those who do not 
respect these rules, providing incentives (such as decrease the 
cost of the boat/transport fee) for visitors who bring back their 
garbage.

• Conduct environmental impact assessment to development 
a final garabage disposal site (TPA), that reduces the emission of 
greenhouse gas and the water table contamination. 

• Increasing the number of toilets and clean water. 
• Need for waste recycling policies to reduce the volume 

of waste, increase material recovery, and increase revenue. 
Socialization on how to transform recycled materials into 
economic value.

• Regulations for Local SMEs to manage their garbage 

2) How can we deal with reduced job opportunities due to 
the pandemic?

• Digitalization and product marketing 
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• Provide craft galleries
• Special training for underwater tour guides and provision of 

diving equipment (already done)
• Trainings and capacity building  for tour guides from different 

sectors ( water, cultural, etc.) 
• Improve and increase accommodation facilities
• Promoting fishing tourism spots, provide boats equipped with 

fishing gea,  safety tools for visitors to rent
• Setting of transportation fees
• Strengthening Pokdarwis

3) How can we improve roads and land connectivity that is 
inadequate and less evenly distributed in the area?

• Build roads connecting the villages (Village Fund, other 
sources of fund).

• Village Motorcycle Taxi  group
• Improving land and sea transportation infrastructure (bridge 

connecting Katialada and Ponelo)

     Idea Generation with Share Your Ideas Cocreation Tool:

There were four design questions which are related to:
1) Development and maintenance of infrastructure and care 

for the enviroment to support tourism
2) Development of water or island tourism supported by 

digital technology
3) Promotion of community-based tourism to create unique 

local experiences for tourists
4) Connecting bridges to facilitate economic mobility
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1) Development and maintenance of infrastructure and care 
for the enviroment to support tourism

• Promote tourism applying health protocols: Increasing 
knowledge and awareness of the community about the 
importance of tourism in the surrounding villages through 
socialization/outreach activities,

• Provide education to the public about Health protocols for 
tourism objects.

• Establishment/development of surveillance center for 
tourism spots, formation of a task for the surveillance center.

• Development of playground for children at the tourism spots 
supported by educational learning tools.

• Waste management plan: Provision of special boat to 
transport garbage and establishment of the final waste disposal, 
provision of garbage bins, hiring local people to take care of 
the garbage, awareness raising campaigns  to the community 
through socialization related to the care for the environment, 
creation of mechanisms to ensure cleanliness and maintenance 
of infrastructure at the tourism spots mobile/temporary garbage 
bins, development of final waste disposal (TPA), availability of 
clean water.

• Improve accessibility 
Improving village roads, providing local standard 

transportation
• Providing road and bridge infrastructure, Build roads to 

support tourist road access

2) Development of water or island tourism supported by 
digital technology

• Provision/expansion of (better/faster) internet network 
(Attract mobile network investors to strengthen internet 
connection networks)

• Creating photography or videography competition event, 
encouraging POKDARWIS/GENPI (local/community groups 
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having concerned about tourism development) to be more active 
in creating content, create instagramble posts involving content 
creators, influencers.

• Optimizing the potential of Ponelo Islands through google 
maps and other social media (instagram, facebook, youtube)

• Improve the knowledge and skills of tourism actors in terms 
of digital promotion

3) Promotion of community-based tourism to create unique 
local experiences for tourists:

• Conduct environmental impact assessment for development 
community-based tourism

• Tourist guide training program, prioritizing local guides. 
• Development of tour package targeting special interest 

groups
• Provide local, Gorontalo, Indonesian and English translations 

for information about tourism spots.
• Development of special interest tourism, (involving livelihood 

aspects of local people, bagans (fish cathing and breeding 
stations, seaweed.

• Establishment of floating houses as unique tourist 
attractions.

• Development of related regulation governing water/island 
ecotourism

• Build relationships with tourism actors outside the Ponelo 
Islands (travel agents, Himpunan Pramuwisata Indonesia, 
Perhimpunan Hotel dan Restoran Indonesia: Indonesian Tour 
Guide Association, Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association)

• Development of mangrove tracking (special interest) tour 
package

4) Connecting bridges to facilitate economic mobility
• Site survey or feasibility study for the construction of the 

bridge connecting Katialada and Ponelo
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• Development of the bridge construction plan
• Development of related rules/regulations about the 

construction and use of the bridge

 Prioritized Ideas from the Tourism and Infrastructure 
theme:

1) Development and maintenance of infrastructure to support 
tourism:

a. Creation of mechanisms to ensure cleanliness and 
maintenance of infrastructure at the tourism spots (mobile/
temporary garbage bins, development of final waste disposal 
(TPA)

b. Development of playground for children at the tourism spots 
supported by educational learning tools.

c. Final cleaning place with sufficient water

2) Development and promotion of community-based tourism 
to create uniquely local experience for tourists (inclusion of t in 
its development)

a. Study of environmental impact assessment

3) Development of water tourism e.t.c supported by digital 
technology

a. Encouraging Pokdarwis or GENPIN to create content
b. Creating a decent spot
c. Can use content creator

4) How to promote tourism and local food
a. Development of tour packages targeting special interest 

groups.
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5) Connecting bridge
a. Survey of the location of the development plan
b. Establishment of bridge connecting Katialada and Ponelo 

Island to facilitate economic mobility (starting with location 
assessment and feasibility study)

Session 2.

     Challenges: 

1) Local food improvement 
a. Market intervention
b. Local government cooperation, especially through online 

sales/website status
c. Production house and creative house
d. Internet connectivity for online marketing
e. Voucher business, pulses and internet package data to 

distribute the internet well

2) Clean water
a. Maximize the village that has springs
b. Income support for households (management, reading 

market opportunities,)

3) Internet connection
a. Internet businesses that own media (I Hope Global) bring in 

the providers from cities

4) Facilitate mobility of children to school
a. Motorcycle taxi
b. Need Ponelo road program
c. Farm roads from village fund allocation
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   Idea generation with the “How Might We” questions:

 1) Increasing the productivity of typical/local food during 
the pandemic.

1.1. BPMD: Gorontalo District Office for Community 
Empowernment and Village Development

Internal : Change the marketing strategy/market place
External: local government market intervention to buy local 

products and invite youth to create applications

1.2. Fishery department
Determined the marketing network

1.3. Provincial BAPPPEDA
• Market place has been provided by the local government 

including (FB, IG and Start-up)

1.4. Provincial DKP
• Expanding the market (certification and improvement of 

packaging quality)
• Attractive packaging to attract the attention of buyers
• The local government provides a platform/website to sells 

and promote local food products

1.5. Otiola Village
• Hala lincensing can increase the value of fish and seaweed 

based local products

1.6. Ponelo Village 
How to increase SMEs/Productivity?
• Utilizing social media, Facebook, WhatsApp
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• Support from the village government, especially PKK in terms 
of marketing MSME products and involving MSMEs in activities

2) Internet connectivity helps food marketing and sales
• Improve internet connection to facilitate online marketing/

promotion of local products.
• Establish collaboration with the government’s Internet Masuk 

Desa (Internet for Villages) program.) 

3) Access to clean water 
• Becomes the key in sustainable production of local products 

for SMEs to comply with the (sanitation/sanitary) regulations 
to get the PIIRT (business licensing), licensing from BPOM 
(Indonesian Food Regulatory Body), and halal certification. 

• Access to clean water to support sustainable production 
of local products through improving PAMSIMAS (government 
program for provision of water)

• Improve the existing sea-water desalination technology
• Establishment of a large-water reservoir/water catchment 

area to provide clean water in the area.
• Establishment/construction of roads connecting the 

villages to facilitate economic mobility and access to health and 
education services.

   Idea Generation with Share Your Ideas Cocreation Tool:

1) Local menu creation:
• Food and seafood diversification, menu creation and 

participation in competitions during festivals.
• Capacity building in local menu development or creation 

(sea-based products, seaweed, typical local food)
• Innovation of food menu creations from modern and local raw 

materials: crab nuggets, vaname shrimp, and lobster
• Squid is processed into nuggets or cakes
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• Seaweed is processed into seaweed sticks or juice
• Scallops can be processed into ILABULO or satay
• Mackerel fish nuggets and dragon legs
• Syrup/ice doger
• Seaweed is processed into PANADA TORE, chips, sticks, 

cakes. jelly.
• Corn can be made into KOKOLE and TAYURU (brown sugar 

porridge)
• Mangrove fruit is processed into cakes, lunkhead, rice 

substitutes, porridge

   Priority choice of ideas: 
• Management seaweed and shellfish 
• Public knowledge related to the proximal content of 

foodstuffs

2) Appropriate technology for seawater distillation 
innovation

• Repair the water distillation equipment that has been 
damaged

• Pyramid Desalinator technology (seawater distillation that 
can produce fresh water)

   Priority choice of ideas: 
• Local governments can cooperate with the agency for the 

assessment and application of technology. 

3) Infrastructure and vocational skills
• Ponelo - Sulawesi bridge
• Training youth
• Provision of fishing gears
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   Priority choice of ideas: 
• Millennial fishermen program 
• Fishermen who can teach to school (Expert)
• Bridge infrastructure to Ponelo

Session 3.

   Challenges 

1) Price fluctuation
a. Price standardization from the government
b. One-stop marketing’ (BUMDES)
c. ice block factory construction in Ponelo islands

2) Related to the price of the harvest
a. Supervision by relevant agencies
b. Standardization of prices related to crop yields
c. Price socialization from the agriculture office
d. One-stop marketing
e. Supervision and assistance

3) Limited access for credit and funding
a. KUR: Kredit Usaha Rakyat- credit/loan provided by the bank 

to support SMEs
b. The role of BUMDES for funding
c. Dissemination of funding from related agencies

4) Market access (related to fish seeds)
a. The existence of cultivated fish seeds
b. The price of seeds should not be too high
c. Clarity of the origin of the seed
d. Seeds that have market access
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e. Recommendations from BUMDES
f. OPD involvement

5) Unclear traditional and modern fishing grounds
a. There is a need for socialization of regulations from the 

province
b. Making village regulations based on existing rules
c. Collecting data on fishing grounds
d. Increased supervision from related agencies
e. Sanctions for violations

   Idea generation with the “How Might We” questions:

1) Lack of availability of fish seeds for cultivation
• Fish seed captivity, clams and lobster
• Container and seed breeder 
• The price of seeds should not be too high
• Clarity of the seed origin (from the seed hall)
• Seeds that have market access
• BUMDES Recommendations
• The role of related institutions and OPD: related government 

offices at the district and provincial level

2) Traditional versus modern fishing (unclear catch zone)
• Conducting socialization and regulation
• Formation of village regulations or village head regulations
• Determining and mapping fishing grounds
• Increase supervision by related agencies
• Actions/sanctions against violators

3) Price fluctuation
• Price standardization from the government
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• One-stop marketing (via Bumdes)
• Ice factory construction in ponelo islands

4) Harvest prices controlled by collectors
• Supervision by relevant agencies
• Supervision and assistance by relevant agencies
• Price socialization by the agriculture office
5) Limited access for credit and funding
• KURs Fund (People’s Business Credit)
• The role of BUMDES for funding
• Dissemination of funding by related agencies

   Idea Generation with Share Your Ideas Cocreation Tool:

1) Industrial development and fish processing
• Managing with the group
• Investor’s factory/warehouse in local area
• Salted fish processing
• Need additional working capital
• Facilities and infrastructure
• Human resources technical guidance, training
• Venture capita
• Potential for loni fish / business development of anchovy fish 

processing at home industry scale
• Dry boiled anchovy processing
• Provision of processing facilities
• Fish filets to be marketed to supermarkets, minimarkets 

inside and outside the area

   Priority 
a. Training to increase human resources for fish processing
b. Business capital support
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2) Fish storage area, as well as cooperation plans with 
restaurants for fish supply

• Private/government cooperation/MOU
• Injection of working capital
• Cooperation (PKS: Agreement for Collaboration)
• Construction of mini cool storage
• Cool freezer to store fish
• Cooperation with the private sector
• Business development
• Capital injection
• Ice factory
• Cooperation with the private sector
• Cooperation between villages

    Priority 
• MOU/PKS with private/government
• Procurement of mini cool storage

3) Clear regulations related to fish prices
• Monitoring and evaluation regularly (stakeholders)
• Local regulations regarding fish prices (high economic value)
• Commitment/consequences for compliance
• Regulation socialization
• Auction function (setting fish prices)
• No regulation of fish prices
• Supervision of related departments
• Determination of the price of each type of fish
• The role of BUMDES in fish auctions
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      Priority 
• Carry out routine monitoring and evaluation (MONEV) for 

supervision by the government, officials and groups of community 
institutions

• Local regulation about fish prices

4) Community training
• Training with capital support 
• Facilities and infrastructure

  Priority 
• Capital training support
• Facilities and infrastructure

5) Agricultural diversification and development of local 
varieties

• Agricultural profession facilities
• The role of BUMDes
• Private sector support
• Procurement of local hybrid corn/rice seeds

  Priority 
• Rice seed breeding and local corn management
• Private sector support
• Zoning for fishing and boat chartering
• Supervision related to modern fishing
• Make an agreement related to the fishing area (PKS) and 

PERDES
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6) Establishment of zones for traditional fishing and 
provision of boats for traditional fishermen

• Socialization
• Collaborative Agreement between villages
• Supervision or MONEV

    Priority  
• Establishment of routine monitoring team (inter-village PKS)

• Village Regulation
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